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Preface

Strucure of this document
This document is intended for the normal user of VAXNEWS. Another
document, the VAXNEWS Management Manual, describes the installation
and management of VAXNEWS, and describes also the internals of the
system.

This document is divided into two parts:

• A section describing VAXNEWS and how to use it.

* A section describing each user commands in detail.

There is an online help available when running VAXNEWS, which should
give the minimal necessary information.

History
The ancestor, BULLETINS, was designed by Mark R.London of MIT
and distributed on a DECUS tape. Valerio Luccio, from Stony-Brook,
implemented the network part for the use of the DO collaboration, where
this product was known as DONEWS and has been widely used since
mid-1988. Olivier Callot then adapted it to the needs of Aleph in spring
1989, where it became ALNEWS. A complete clean-up of the source file
was undertaken by Christian Fournie, a 1990 CERN summer student,
to obtain version 2.0 released in August 1990. Then, more than 12
different flavours were distributed to over 120 locations. From version
3.0 onwards, one single image is able to handle the various flavours.
Version 3.0 was released in February 1992. New versions are issued
every few months, with a few bug fixes and new features. Changes with
respect to the previous version are automatically posted in the folder
VAXNEWS.RELEASE_NOTES

Maintenance and bug report
In case of problems, or if you have suggestions or comments, please
mai». VXCËRNsCÀLLOT, callot@vxcrna.cern.ch with all the relevant
informatiun, like the actions which revealed the problem, the exact error
message and so on. An answer is guaranteed...
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-| Using VAXNEWS

VAXNEWS is a utility to display news, with a user interface very similar
to that used by the VMS MAIL facility. You are notified upon login of
the existence ( and subject ) of unseen news items. The last line of the
login message tells you how to read the news. When you do so, usually
by typing NEWS, you are informed of unseen messages if some exist.
Just press I Return | after each item to read all the unseen news. You can
perform a directory of news items, extract them, print them, search for
some string, etc, as in MAIL.

VAXNEWS can be used as a "news" system, or as a "bulletin board"
system. The difference between these two concepts is that a news system
is intended to allow a small subset of users, typically the system managers,
to deliver information to other users, while a bulletin board allows any
user to post some information. This is a small difference with respect to
the common part, which is to make information available to many users
without the problems encountered while using MAIL and distribution
lists, mainly the time taken to send many copies of the same message to
every user, and the practical impossibility of maintaining distribution lists
up-to-date. In one sentence, it looks like MAIL, but every user can read
all the messages.

1.1 General features
VAXNEWS can be used as a local news system or bulletin board. However,
VAXNEWS is basically a networked news system, allowing any member
of a large collaboration to read information, and also to write information
which is distributed to all the computers where this information should go.
VAXNEWS is implemented with the following main features :

• The user interface is as close as possible to the one used by MAIL.
This allows an easy use by new users. Keypad commands are also
available, with the same lay-out as in MAIL. The keypad lay-out can
be user modified.

• The user interface of the system can be modified by various global
options and several user choices. Those under user control are
listed and described in Section 1.4.4, the other are described in the
VAXNEWS Management Manual.

• One copy of every news exists on each computer, thus allowing fast
access to check for the presence of new messages, or to read the news.
This is one of the main differences from Digital's product NOTES,
where a single copy of the information exists, which makes remote
access slow.
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1.2 Organization

1.2.1 News

• News are stored in FOLDERs, each folder being intended to receive
news on a given topic, which is specified by the Folder name and
description. Every user selects the folders he/she is interested in.
He/she will be notified of new messages only in the selected folders,
but can always access the other folders. The selection can be changed
at any time.

• Folders are grouped in GROUPs, sharing some common attributes,
mainly for maintenance. Thus a folder name contains first the group
name, a period, and the rest of the name. Groups can be made
'Private', so that news can not be seen by users not having read
access to the files. This allows VAXNEWS to handle confidential and
public information.

• When you add a news, you have to specify in which folder to place
this news. You can also specify the list of nodes where this news will
be distributed. The default is all the nodes specified by the folder
description.

• If a node can not be reached, or if some error occurs when sending, the
information is saved to allow you to retry later. On some installations,
a server process may even retry for you !

• Each news item has some validity date. When this validity date
expires, the news disappears in the "Active" read mode. However, all
the news are permanently available in the "Archive" read mode. You
can access these archives at any time. This allows fast access to the
"Active" news, but permits access to the whole database of messages
which where posted some day in the system...

VAXNEWS is composed of several images, performing the various
operations: standard reading or posting of news, receiving from other
nodes through the network, and warning at login time. The following
organizational matters are relevant for the general user.

The NEWS is the elementary object handled by VAXNEWS. A news
is created by an AUTHOR, has a SUBJECT, a POST date and an
EXPIRATION date. There is also a MESSAGEJD, to identify uniquely
the news in the system, and a PATH to identify the origin of the news.
The body of the news is the text of the message, with as many lines as
you want, up to 255 characters per line. News are usually displayed by
page, the page size being determined by your terminal settings. Pages
are displayed one after the other. When displaying a news item, the lines
longer than the screen width are wrapped, so that the whole news item is
readable. For other displays, lines which are too long are truncated, and
the last character is replaced by "»" to indicate that the line is incomplete.
Non printable characters, those with ASCII codes below 32 or between
127 and 160, are replaced by an inverse question mark character, to avoid
strange effects.
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1.2.2 Folders

Using VAXNEWS

Each news has a number, internal to the folder. This number will never
change, even if some obsolete news are deleted. The number starts at 1
for the first news in the folder, and is incremented for each news. This
number is used by all the commands allowing you to select a given news,
like READ nn or DIR/START=nn . However, this number is usually
different for the same news on various nodes. This number can then not
be used to reference completely the news. Another item can be used for
that purpose, called the "MessageJD", which is guaranteed to be unique
in the system, and identical for the same message on all nodes. This is the
identification used to execute properly the COPl^ CORRECT, DELETE or
MOVE commands over the network. This "message_ID" can be displayed
when reading a news.

The news are organized by folders, in the sense that a news belongs to
one and only one folder. The number of folders is limited to 1024, and
their name and meaning is installation dependent. The list of existing
folders and their intended topics is available through the command
DIRECTORY/FOLDER. The name of a folder starts with the name
of the group it belongs to., followed by a dot and the rest of the name.
Each user selects the folder(s) he/she is interested in. This means that
he/she will be informed of news only in the selected folders, by setting the
NOTIFY FLAG for these folders with the commands SET NOTIFY and
SET NONOTIFY. Some folders have the Notify flag set by default, this is
decided by the Manager of the system.

Each folder is implemented as a pair of files in the group directory, whose
name is by default the folder name, excluding the prefixed group name
and replacing any period by an underscore. Each folder has also a
description, to define what type of information is displayed in it, and a
default distribution list to indicate where news posted in the folder should
be sent.

Some folders may be protected so that you can not read them.
They will never be visible to you, including from the command
DIRECTORY/FOLDER. This allows confidential information to be
handled by VAXNEWS. The methods to protect the folders are described
in the VAJ[NEWS Management Manual.

1.2.2.1 Truncated name
The name of the folder can be truncated in most commands accepting
a folder name as parameter, as long as it is unambiguous. If the given
name contains a period, then the part before the period is interpreted as a
truncated group name, which should be unambiguous, and the part after
as a truncated name in that group, which should also be unambiguous.

For DIRECTORY/FOLDER and SET[NO]NOTIFY, one can also specify
a wildcard expression for the target folder. Every matching folder will be
displayed or modified. There is no special handling of the group prefix in
this case.
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1.2.3 Groups
Folders are logically grouped in GROUPS, because they share some
common properties. Groups are created by one of the local managers,
the list of which can be displayed by SHOW USER IMANAGER. One
of the attributes is the file location. Others are optional, like the name
of a "Remote Manager", who maintains the folders in that group from
a remote location, and the default distribution list. Some groups are
"private",in the sense that the files are not readable by every user. Some
groups are "remote", in the sense that the folder files are on a DECNET
accessible remote node. Some groups may also be a local copy of some
USENET newsgroup. More information of the groups can be found in the
VAXNEWS Management Manual.

The list of groups obtained by DIRECTORY/ GROUP is always complete.
It indicates also the protection of the groups. You can expect to be unable
to see folders in some Private groups, but to see all of them in Public
groups.

1.2.4 User record
There is a user database, with one record per user. This allows VAXNEWS
to store the user dependent information: Notify flag for each folder, and
Last news number seen in each folder with the notify flag set. User
preferences are also stored in this record. Some other user specific
information, like personal name, print queue, favourite editor, are
taken from the MAIL database. Users can be either standard user, or
MANAGER.

1.2.4.1 Standard User
This is the usual case. The user can read the news, provided (s)he has
read access to the folder files, and (s)he can add news provided (s)he has
write access to the folder files. If you have access to a folder, you can
also usually post news items in the folder. This is not possible if you
run VAXNEWSJREADER, an image which does not allow posting nor
management. This is not possible also if you have no write access to the
folder, or if the folder is read only. As this depends partially on VMS file
protection, the only way to know if you can post is to try to post !

1.2.4.2 MANAGER
These users have full control over the system. They have all the
commands a standard user can execute, plus all the management
possibilities, like creating, modifying or deleting groups and folders,
cleaning the system, removing old stuff, and so on. A Manager must
have full access to the various folder areas, as (s)he needs to be able
to create and delete files. The list of Managers is displayed by SHOW
USER/MANAGER.
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1.3 Network operations
VAXNEWS can be used as a local news system, in which case this section
is irrelevant. It can be used also to send and receive news from other
nodes. In order to cope with the various networks and local limitations,
several methods and protocols are implemented. The technical details are
described in the VAXNEWS Management Manual.

1.3.1 Protocols
VAXNEWS is able to send to and receive news from the network, using
various protocols and transport mechanisms. Each node to which news
can be sent must be described in the node database, which specifies the
transport mechanism ( DECNET, TCP/IP, SMTP, NNTP, MAIL, FILE or
special), and in some cases the protocol used to specify the news header.
The list of known nodes and their attributes can be obtained by the
command DIRECTORYINODE. Nodes are then only referred to by their
name, either on the command line or in distribution lists. By default, one
node exists with name LOCAL and transport mechanism LOCAL, to allow
non-network posting of news on the local node.

1.3.2 Distribution lists

1.4 Usage

As the list of all the nodes is quite large, and difficult to remember,
the system associates a default distribution list to each folder. This list
contains just one node per line, and is used by all the network operations
ADD, DELETE, MOVE, COPY and CORRECT. The distribution files
are located in the group area, and have extension .DIS . Notice that a
distribution list can refer to another one, just replacing the node name
by the list name, prefixed by "@". Notice that for most of the cases, you
just DO NOT specify any node or distribution list, just use the default
associated to the folder by the managers.

The symbol and logical names definition, together with the login
activation, are usually done in the system login and startup files, so
no specific user action is needed. Each user can turn off the broadcast
message which informs him upon arrival of a new message ( provided
VAXNEWS is VMS-installed with the requested privileges ) by the DCL
command SETBROADCAST=NOUSER13.

1.4.1 At login time
The image VAXNEWS$DIR:VAXNEWS_LOGIN.EXE checks if there is
something new : Any folder with the NOTIFY flag set in your user record,
and with a "last read" news number lower than the "last posted" number.
If so, it will scan the folders you are interested in, and will display the
author and title of any unseen news it will encounter. The name of the
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folders is also displayed, and the last line will tell you how to read these
news.

Some messages may be entirely displayed. They are called "SYSTEM"
messages, as they are produced using the ADD I SYSTEM command. They
are intended for short important messages that every user should see.

To avoid endless lists for new users, or for unfrequent users, only the first
30 unseen messages are displayed, followed by an informative message if
there are more unseen messages.

This login message will occur at each login until you read the news. To
clear the message without reading each individual news, just type the
command SET SEEN in VAXNEWS.

As for the normal image, a qualifier /GROUP=group can be specified,
to restrict the display to only the folders of the specified group plus the
VAXNEWS group. In this case, the image is activated in two steps :

$ symb :== $VAXNEWS$DIR:VAXNEWS_LOGIN/GROUP=xxx
$ symb

1.4.2 Normal reading
In order to read the news, you have to enter the system by typing NEV/ S,
or the relevant symbol as displayed on the last line of the message
produced by VAXNEWS_LOGIN. You can give an argument, the name of
one folder you are interested in. You can also add the /NOSMG qualifier,
which instruct VAXNEWS to use simple output routines, allowing easy
capture in log files and use of the scroll-back capabilities of Workstations.

Another qualifier /GROUP=group can be specified, as for the VAXNEWS-

LOGIN and VAXNEWS_READER image, to restrict the accessible folders
to those of the specified group, and of the VAXI1TEWS group. If this
qualifier is specified and you try explicitly to access a folder in another
group, you receive a message telling this group is not selected. This
qualifier can be included in the definition of the NEWS symbol, so you
may not know that you use it. The DCL command SHO SYMBOL NEWS
should display it.

You will then see the standard display, with a top line indicating the name
of the folder you are in, the current message number if any, the read mode
if it is not the normal one, and the version number of the system. If some
unseen news exist, a message will give you the list of folders with unseen
news, or if you have set this option, display the list of unseen news. The
system then prompts and waits for an input.

1.4.2.1 Read-only VAXNEWS
If you run the VAXNEWS_READER image, then you can not post news
items nor perform management commands. This is intended for fast
access from within a program, as a sort of help.
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1.4.2.2 Read modes
You can select on the command line the folder you are interested in. If you
select a folder, then the list of the last news in that folder are displayed
when you enter VAXNEWS. If not, and if there is any unseen message
in one of the folders you are interested in, this will be indicated : The
first folder with an unseen message is selected, the mode Readnew
is displayed on the header line, and a message informs you of the list
of folders with unseen messages. If you have set the option by SET
UNSEEN LIST, then the list of the first unseen news is displayed on the
screen. If new folders have been recently created, you are invited to use
the command REGISTER to scan the list of accessible new folders; so that
you can easily mark those you are interested in. The number of folders
you can really register too may be lower than the one printed, as you may
not have access to some of the new folders.

If there are no unseen messages, the preferred folder if one has been
denned by SET PREFERRED or the notify folder with the maximum
number of news is selected. You are in the Active mode. At any time, you
can select the Archive mode, which is then displayed on the header line.
In this mode, you can access also the expired news, provided they have not
been physically erased by a MANAGER. The commands SET ARCHIVE,
SETACTTSE, SET READNEW allows the read mode to be changed at any
time.

Another mode is the Select mode, introduced by the SELECT command,
where only selected news can be accessed. You revert to the previous mode
by any command selecting explicitly a folder.

1.4.2.3 Reading the news
In order to read the unseen news, ( mode Readnew displayed on the header
line ), you can just type | Return | or | Enter"). This will display the next
unseen news, with an automatic change of folder when needed. This
means that you just need to repeatedly type | Return | or | Enter [ until you
receive the message JVo more unseen news. The command DIRECTORY
puts you in the Active mode, so that you can see all the news available
in the folder. To see only the unseen news, use DIRECTORY/NEW,
and to set again the Readnew mode you can use the READ/NEW or
SELECT/NEW commands.

If there are no unseen news, you have to select the folder you are
interested in, and optionally the news number. Then, | Return | or | Enter |
will display the next news in the current folder, without automatic folder
change. The following commands are useful when reading messages:

• READ to read the next news or READ nnn ( or only nnn ) to read the
news number nnn.

• NEXT or QTJ to read the next news.

• BACK or (T] to read the previous one.

• CURRENT or [TJ to restart the current news from the beginning.

• FIRST or \T] to read the first news in the current folder.

• LAST or [IFJ to read the last news in the current folder.
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DOWN or I Next Screen"! to see the next page of the news text

UP or I Prev Screen | to see the previous page of the news text.

1.4.2.4 Selecting the news
You can select the news by selecting the folder, and/or by selecting news
which contain some string in the author, subject or body. The relevant
commands are :

• DIRECTORY or [J] to see the list of news in the current folder.

• DIRECTORY folder jiame to see the list of news in the folder folder,
name. This is the best way to select a folder. Selecting a folder can
also be done by SET FOLDER folder_name. Notice that SELECT has
a different effect.

• DIRECTORY I FROM=author to see the list of news for which the
author name contains the string "author".

• DIRECTORYfSUBJECT=SUbJ to see the list of news for which the
subject contains the string "subj".

• DIRECTORY/FOLDER or rPFÏ~[+rPË2~| to display the list of folders
with their description and status.

• SELECTlIqual] string or | Select | to select news according to some
criteria. Only the selected news are then visible, until a folder is
explicitly selected.

• SETARCHIVE to select the archive mode, so that even expired news
are visible.

• SETACTIVE to select the normal mode, where only non expired news
are visible.

• SET NOTIFY to indicate that you are interested to the content of this
folder.

• REGISTER to list the newly created folders and optionally register to
them.

• SEARCH string or | Find | displays the next message which contains the
string "string".

1.4.2.5 General operations

SET SEEN to tag every news as seen. This is not done by the EXIT
command.

SETHEADER allows to define if you want a full or short header when
reading news.

SET DISPLAY allows you to define your preferred output mechanism.

SET PREFERRED allows to define the default folder you want to be
in when entering VAXNEWS with no unseen news.

SET CLEAN allows to define that you want an automatic SET SEEN
command when you exit from the program.
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MAIL to send a copy of the current message to another user using the
Vax/VMS MAIL utility.

PRINT or \T\ to print a copy of the current news on your favorite
printer.

EXTRACT or | PF1 hfPF3~1 to file a copy of the news in a file.

EXTRACT/APPEND or |~PF3~1 to file a copy of the news at the end of
the file in which you extracted another message.

REPLY sends a MAIL message to the author of the current news. It
can also reply in the folder, but not with the Reader Only image.

SPAWN to execute any DCL command without leaving VAXNEWS.

ATTACH to attach back to an existing process in your job.

1.4.3 Posting and related actions
Posting is a special operation, as it requires to specify many things. First,
you have to build the news text. This can be done outside VAXNEWS, or
at the time you want to post. VAXNEWS calls then your favorite editor,
as defined in the MAIL utility. You have of course to specify a description,
and an expiration date. More important, you have to specify where you
want to post: The folder is the main destination, as it also specifies a
default list of nodes to be reached. You can also specify a different list, but
that's quite unusual.

Posting can be restricted by VMS file protection, as you need write access
to the folder files. This does not protect against privileged users. Posting
can be restricted by setting a folder to READONLY, so that only network
posting is allowed. Posting can also be restricted if the folder has a
moderator: instead of being posted, the news item is sent to the moderator,
who then post it if he agrees.

As posting takes time, you are proposed to post in BATCH as soon as
you try to reach several nodes. This frees your screen for other activities.
As network operation sometime fails, there is a complex but quite proof
system of recovery, so that you can be 99.99% sure that the news will
reach its destinations.

If posting fails, and if the automatic recovery fails also, a file is left in your
login area, describing what has to be done to recover. The existence of
such files is tested and displayed each time you enter VAXNEWS, and you
should act as suggested, i.e. use the command RECOVER to try again to
send.

There are other commands associated with posting, to correct the content
or destination of a news, or to delete it.

Note: These commands are not available when using the reader-only
image.

• ADD or (TJ to add a given text file ( or to edit the news and add it )
in the given folder. Several qualifiers are available, see the complete
description of the command.
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SEND and POST are synonyms of ADD.

COPY to copy a news item you have posted to another folder.

CORRECT to correct the description or expiration of a news item you
have posted.

DELETE to expire or delete a news item you have posted.

MOVE to move a news item you have posted to another folder.

RECOVER allows you to retry previously failed network operations.

1.4.4 User choices
As every user has its own taste, and as VAXNEWS is used in different
contexts, several aspects can be modified by the manager, or by the
user. Options which are global, like those acting at the creation of the
VAXNEWS images, or those described in a file in the VAXNEWS$DAT
area are described in the VAXNEWS Management Manual. Here will only
be described the options available to a normal user.

1.4.4.1 Logical names
A few logical names are looked at to control some aspects of VAXNEWS.
They are mainly intended for global changes, but some can be used
by a standard user. The complete list is available in the WUQVEWiS
Management Manual.

• VAXNEWS_SYMBOL : If defined, the equivalence string is displayed
in place of the word "NEWS" in the VAXNEWSJLOGIN image to
indicate to the user how to activate the system.

• VAXNEWS_PROMPT : If defined, the equivalence string is used as the
prompt in place of the default "NEWS >" in VAXNEWS or VAXNEWS_
READER. This allows to use your favourite name in this location.

• VAXNEWS_KEEP_PRINT : If defined with a non blank value,
instructs the PRINT command not to delete the temporary file. This
is needed by some print symbiont, like the XPRINT one on the CERN
machines.

• VAXNEWS_KEY_FILE : If defined, it points to a keypad definition file.
The structure of the file is the following:

• Each line starts in column 1. Lines beginning with an exclamation
mark "!" are ignored.

• The first part of the line is the key name, without spaces. If the
key starts with "GOLD+", this means that you define the sequence
I PF1 I followed by another key.

• The rest of the line, after one or several spaces, is the command
associated with the key. If the command ends with "+", then
some user parameter is expected, and the cursor will be left at this
position. Else, this is a complete command, immediately executed.
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An example of file may look like:

! This is column one
! This defines the 'Find' key to be 'SEARCH/SUBJ ' and wait for a string
FIND SEARCH/SUBJ +
! This defines the PFl + Find sequence to be SEARCH without parameters
GOLD+FIND SEARCH

You can overwrite this way the default keypad definition. Notice that
the HELP KEYPAD is not automatically adjusted. As the keypad
definition file is processed just before initializing the screen, error
messages may be difficult to catch. Use then the /NOSMG qualifier on
the command line to check the messages.

1.4.4.2 Flags set by VAXNEWS commands
There are several SET xxx commands to modify flags controling various
aspects of the system. Each command is described in the next chapter.
Here are discussed the various options which can be changed.

• Interesting folders: This is the basic choice, which folders you want to
monitor for unseen news. This is tailored by the SET NOTIFY folder_
expression and SET NONOTIFY folder_expression. The command
REGISTER/FULL allows to scan all the non-notify folders and
optionally SET NOTIFY to some of them.

• Display mode: The default is to use SMG to nicely handle the screen,
use video attributes and other goodies. But this is incompatible
with the scroll back facility of workstations, and requires a DEC
compatible terminal. SET DISPLAY allows to select SMG or NOSMG
options. Notice that NOSMG can be set for a session only by using the
/NOSMG qualifier on the command line.

• Header display: The news header contains some technical information,
which are usually not interesting. The default is to hide them. You
can force the display of this information by SET HEADER FULL the
default being obtained back by SET HEADER SHORT.

• Default folder: When there is no unseen news, we have to choose the
folder you are in. By default, the folder with the maximum number of
news in the folders with the notify flag is selected. You can define any
folder you want to be the default by SJEJT PREFERRED folder_name,
and revert to the default by SET NOPREFERRED.

• Tagging of seen news: Unseen news are tagged as seen when you read
them, more exactly when you read a news number "n" in a folder,
all news with a lower number are tagged as seen. You can force the
tagging of all unseen news as seen immediately by the command
SET SEEN. You can also request that all unseen news present in
the system are tagged at seen when you EXIT from VAXNEWS. This
option is set by SET CLEAN and reset by SET NOCLEAN. Notice that
if you leave VAXNEWS with the command QUIT, the list of unseen
news is restored to its state when you entered VAXNEWS. This may
allow to read a few news while keeping the whole list of unseen news
untouched for an occasion where you will have more time...
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• Initial display of unseen news: When activating VAXNEWS and
if there are unseen news, the list of folders with unseen news is
displayed. You can request that the LIST of unseen news is displayed,
using the Select mode, allowing easy pick-up of the news you want to
read. But this takes longer, as all the folders have to be open to build
the list. This feature is activated by SET UNSEEN LIST and reset by
SET UNSEEN NOLIST

• Order of the directory listing : By default, the directory of news in
a folder is done by increasing news number, i.e. old news first. You
can select the reverse option by SET DIRECTOR? DECREASING and
revert to the normal display by SET DIRECTORY INCREASING.

1.4.4.3 Options taken from MAIL
Three options are taken from the MAIL user database. They are:

• Print queue : The queue used for printing is by default SYS$PRINT.
But if you have defined another queue as your default print queue in
MAIL, then this queue is used when printing inside VAXNEWS.

• Editor : When posting a news, or when using the /EDIT qualifier of
various READ commands, the selected editor is selected according to
your selection in MAIL. Either LSE, in a subprocess, or EDF in the
callable interface, or TPU with your own flavour, like EDFOR. The
default, if you have not specified an editor in MAIL, is TPU.

• Personal name : This string is added as a comment after your
network name, to indicate more clearly your name and optionally
other informations like phone number or favorite joke, when you post
a news item.
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This section will describe the commands accepted by VAXNEWS for
a standard user, with their options, restrictions and purpose. Some
commands, or some options, are only accepted when issued by a
MANAGER ( see Section 1.2.4.2 ). More commands are available to a
manager, they are described in the VAXNEWS Manager Manual.

Common commands can be entered from the keypad, see figures below.
For each command, we will display if relevant a small keypad diagram
showing the corresponding key sequence to send the command. A sign like
I Select I means the corresponding key of the VT200 keypad.

The VAXNEWS Keypad

GOLD HELP

"I
DURRENJ FIRST

BACK PRINT

NEXT

EXTR/AP

LAST

DIR

RE/NEW

3IR/NEW

When pressing the Gold Key first, the keys have another meaning:

The VAXNEWS Gold Keypad•
3URR/ED

3ACK/ED

DIFW=OL EXTRACT

FIRSMD L A S T / E D

NEXTSD
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ATTACH

Attach your terminal to another process in your job tree.

FORMAT ATTACH process_name

PARAMETERS process_name
The name of the process you want to attach to. Specify the exact name. If
the process name contains lower case characters, or special characters, or
spaces, enclose it in quotation marks.

D E S C R I P T I O N Attach your terminal to the specified process. This process must be in
your Job tree, and available for attach. An example is a subprocess
created with SPAWN, and then left by attaching back to VAXNEWS. You
can attach back to it by this command.
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ADD, POST, SEND

This command allows you to edit and send a new item. SEND and POST are
synonyms.

FORMAT ADD [/qualifier] [file_name]
POST'[/qualifier] [file_name]
SBUD [/qualifier] [file_name]

DDDD
••••
DODD
nann• •U

PARAMETERS file_name
This optional parameter specifies the name of an existing file which will
be added as news. If not specified, the /EDIT qualifier is assumed, and the
news will be created by calling your preferred text editor.

restrictions

Command Qualifiers
/BATCH
/DESCRIPT=text
/EDIT
/EXPIRATION=date
/FOLDER=name
/LOCAL
/NODES=(node[,..])
/NORECOVERY
/SYSTEM

Defaults
Wo.
You will be prompted for.
See text
You will be prompted for.
See text
See text
See text
Recovery information is saved if needed.
normal

This command is not available in the reader-only image.

As this command requires write access to the folder files, it may not be
available for some folders to some users.

DESCRIPTION This command is used to send the news to the relevant destination(s).
The processing of the command executes in the following way: First, you
are prompted for missing qualifiers like /DESCRIPT and /EXPIRATION,
whose value is mandatory. You can enter either an absolute date in
standard VMS notation, e.g. 14-JUL-1990 23:59:59, or a time interval, a
number of days, hours,... like 10 23:59:59. The default value if you answer
1 Return | at the prompt is 15 days.
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If needed ( /EDIT or no specified filename ), the editor is called at this
time to modify or to create the news. If your editor is TPU or LSE and
you QUIT, the news is not posted. Then, the destination folder and the
list of target nodes are displayed, and you are prompted for confirmation.
This is your last chance to change your mind, as Ctrl-Y is disabled during
the send operation. If you do not confirm, you are back to the command
prompt. The edited news is kept in a file name which is indicated.

If you are sending to more than 4 remote nodes, you are prompted for
using the BATCH option. With this BATCH option, a command file is built
and submited on the VAXNEWS default queue, an installation parameter
which defaults usually to SYS$BATCH. The log file is available in your
default directory, with a name like VAXNEWS_xxxxxxxx.LOG, where the
"xxx" are 8 hex digits to identify uniquely your job. Notice that even with
the batch option, the news may be posted interactively to some nodes
where interactive posting is mandatory.

The news is sent to each node, one at a time. When the news is added on
a node, the users who are interested in that folder are notified ( provided
the image runs with the OPER and WORLD privileges ). For each node,
a message tells you the success and number of notified users, or the cause
of failure. If any failure occurs, the information needed to recover later
is saved. If a SERVER process is defined in the VAXNEWS installation
options, VAXNEWS tries then to pass this information to the server. If
successful, the local files are deleted, and the server will take care of
retrying. If unsuccessful, the files are kept, and then, each time you will
enter VAXNEWS afterwards, you will be prompted to try to recover the
operation.

QUALIFIERS /DESCRIPT=text
Specifies the subject of the news item. You must specify a text, between
double quotes and with each double quote doubled inside the text, like

/DESCRIPT="This is a text with a ""quoted part"" here."

The maximum length is 80 characters. If you omit this qualifier, you
are prompted before any other action, and an empty answer aborts the
command. Try to be precise and concise, and remember that only the first
50 characters will appear on a normal terminal at Login time...

Note: If the description is of the form

cmsg cancel < - . .>

where the elipsis stand for an existing message ID, then this is
understood as a DELETE command for the specified message, for
compatibility with the Usenet news system.

/EDIT
Specifies that you want to call your default editor to create or edit your
news. This is the default when no file name is specified. This is not
the default if a file name was specified. The editor is chosen from your
settings in MAIL, provided it is either EDT, TPU or LSE. If you have
another choice, then you should edit your message outside VAXNEWS and
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specify the file in the ADD command. You need to EXIT correctly from
the editor. If you QUIT, the news will normally not be sent, as either the
requested file is not created or the status returned by LSE or TPU is not
success.

/EXPIRATION=date
Specifies the expiration date of the news. This is a mandatory information,
and you are prompted if it is missing. The date can be specified either as
an absolute VMS time, like "14-JUL-1992 23:59:59", or as an offset to
the current date, like "10 23:59:59" which is in a bit less than 11 days. If
you omit this qualifier, and if you just answer | Return | at the prompt, the
default expiration is 15 days from now.

/FOLDER=foldername
This item specifies in which folder the news should be placed. The value is
mandatory, and must correspond to an existing folder. The default, if you
omit this qualifier, is the current folder. In this case, the folder chosen will
be displayed in an informative message at the beginning of the processing
of the command. You must of course have write access to that folder on
the current node.

/LOCAL
This item specifies that you want to add the news only on the local node.
This superseeds the default destination, which is defined by the folder
distribution list, and is the local node only if there is no distribution list.
This qualifier excludes also the use of the /NODES qualifier.

/NODES=IiSt
This qualifier specifies the list of recipient nodes. The node list can be a
single node name or a list of node names separated by a comma and put in
parenthesis. You can also specify a distribution list by prefixing its name
by "@", alone or as part of a list of nodes. The format of a distribution list
is described in the VAXNEWS Management Manual. This supersedes the
default destination, which is defined by the folder distribution list, and is
the local node only if there is no distribution list. This qualifier excludes
also the use of the /LOCAL qualifier.

/NORECOVER
When the ADD operation fails on some node, recovery information is saved
by \#\XNEWS so that other attempts can be performed. This qualifier can
suppress this feature, i.e. when specified, you require explicitely that the
recovery information is not saved.

/SYSTEM
When a news is added with this qualifier, it is entirely displayed in the
Login program, instead of the usual author and description only. This
qualifier is restricted to a MANAGER.
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BACK

This command allows you to display the previous message in the current
folder.

FORMAT BACK

BACK

•••D
DDDD
DDDD
annn• •U
BACKTEDiT

••nn
DDDD
DDDD
•nnn
• D U

PARAMETERS None.

Command Qualifiers
/EDIT

Defaults
Normal display

DESCRIPTION This command displays the previous message in the current folder. An
error message is issued if this message does not exist, because the folder is
empty or because the current message is the first in the folder.

In Readnew mode, this does not switch back to the previous folder if we
were displaying the first unseen news in a folder.

QUALIFIERS /EDIT
The news item is extracted and then edited by your favourite editor, as
defined in the MAIL database.
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COPY

Copies the current news to a new folder.

FORMAT COPY [/qualifiers]folder_name

PARAMETERS

restrictions

folder_name
Name of the destination folder.

Comm&nd Qualifiers
/NUMBER=nn
/LOCAL
/NODES=(node[,node...])

Defaults
Use the current news
See text
See text

• This command can be issued only by a MANAGER, or by the author of
the news item.

• This command is not available in the reader-only image.

• This operation is not possible for all types of nodes, depending on the
transport mechanism.

DESCRIPTION This command copies the current ( or specified ) news from the current
folder to the target folder, and performs the operation on one or several
nodes. There is no recovery if the operation fails on some nodes.

QUALIFIERS /NUMBER=nn
Specifies the news number to be copied. The news number must exist. By
default, the current news is copied.

/LOCAL
Specifies that the operation has to be performed only on the local node.
By default, the copy is attempted on all the nodes specified in the source
folder distribution list. This qualifier is incompatible with the /NODES
qualifier.

/NODES=IiSt
Specifies that the operation has to be performed only on the specified
node(s). By default, the copy is attempted on all the nodes specified in
the source folder distribution list. This qualifier is incompatible with
the /LOCAL qualifier. You can specify either one node, a distribution
list prefixed by "@", or a list of nodes and distribution lists separated by
comma and enclosed in parenthesis.
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CORRECT

Corrects the expiration date, the description or the text of a news item.

FORMAT CORRECT [/qualifiers] news_number

PARAMETERS news_number
Number of the news to be corrected. If omitted, the current news is
corrected.

restrictions

Command Qualifiers
/DESCRIPT=text
/EXPIRATION=date
/TEXT
/LOCAL
/NODES=(node[,node...])

Defaults
Keep the description
Keep the expiration date
Keep the original message
Sen text
See text

This command can be issued only by a MANAGER, or by the author of
the news item.

This command is not available in the reader-only image.

This operation is not possible for all types of nodes, depending on the
transport mechanism.

DESCRIPTION This command correct the description of the selected news item, the
expiration date, or the text of a news item. The operation is performed on
the specified nodes, by default on the whole distribution list of the folder.
There is no recovery if the operation fails on some nodes.

QUALIFIERS /DESCRIPT=iext
Specifies the new description of the news item. Put it between quotation
marks, and double the quotation marks if any in the text. If omited, the
existing description is kept.

/EXPIRATION=date
Specifies a new expiration date using the VMS absolute time syntax, i.e.
"dd-MMM-yyy:dd:mm:ss.cc". If omited, the existing expiration date is kept.
If the new date is in the past, then the news become archived. If it is in
the future, the news becomes active again.

/TEXT
Specifies that you want to modify the body of the news item. In practice,
the news item is extracted, possible changes to the description and
expiration dates are performed, and then you start automatically the
ADD operation, on the default or specified nodes, with edition of the
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news text. In this case, the corrected news becomes a new news item, the
old one being kept untouched. It can be deleted by a separate DELETE
command.

/LOCAL
Specifies that the operation has to be performed only on the local node. By
default, the correction is attempted on all the nodes specified in the source
folder distribution list. This qualifier is incompatible with the /NODES
qualifier.

/NODES=IiSt
Specifies that the operation has to be performed only on the specified
node(s). By default, the copy is attempted on all the nodes specified in the
folder distribution list. This qualifier is incompatible with the /LOCAL
qualifier. You can specify either one node, a distribution list prefixed
by "@", or a list of nodes and distribution lists separated by comma and
enclosed in parenthesis.
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CURRENT

Displays again from the beginning the current news.

FORMAT CURRENT

CURRENT

DDDD
••••
IDDD
DDD
•D D
CURRENT/EDIT

•DDD
DDDD
••••
•••f l
•DU

PARAMETERS

Command Qualifiers
/EDIT

Defaults
Normal display

DESCRIPTION *s command displays again from the beginning the current news. This
is useful for long news items spanning several display pages.

QUALIFIERS /EDIT
The news item is extracted and then edited by your favourite editor, as
defined in the MAIL database.
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DELETE

Deletes the specified message from the current folder

FORMAT DELETE [/qualifiers] [news_number]

PARAMETERS news_number
The number of the news in the current folder. If absent, the current news
will be deleted.

restrictions

Command Qualifiers Defaults
/LOCAL See text
/NODES=(node[,node...]) See text

• This command can be issued only by a MANAGER, or by the author of
the news item.

• This command is not available in the reader-only image.

DESCRIPTION After checking the right to delete, the news is deleted, which means that
the entry is tagged as expired if not yet expired, or physically deleted if
already expired. If expired, the news is still accessible, in the Archive
mode. To physically delete an active news item, you should use the
DELETE command twice, one to archive the news, another time to
physically delete it. The operation is performed on the nodes specified
in the command line, or in the folder default distribution list.

QUALIFIERS /LOCAL
Specifies that the operation has to be performed only on the local node. By
default, the deletion is attempted on all the nodes specified in the folder
distribution list. This qualifier is incompatible with the /NODES qualifier.

/NODES=IiSt
Specifies that the operation has to be performed only on the specified
node(s). By default, the copy is attempted on all the nodes specified in
the source folder distribution list. This qualifier is incompatible with
the /LOCAL qualifier. You can specify either one node, a distribution
list prefixed by "@", or a list of nodes and distribution lists separated by
comma and enclosed in parenthesis.
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DIRECTORY

This command displays the list of news in a given folder. It can also display
the list of groups, folders or nodes.

FORMAT DIRECTORY [/qualifier] [name]

DIRECTORY

DDDD
DDDD
DDDD
DDlN
•DU
DIRECTORY/FOLDER

MDD
DDDD
DDDD
DDDf

DIRECTORY/NEW

DDDD
DDDD
DDDl
DDDD
•DU

PARAMETERS name
This optional parameter allows selection of a new folder before displaying
the list of ( selected ) news. If omitted, the current folder is used. With the
/FOLDER or /NODE qualifiers, the parameter specifies a string, and only
those folders or nodes with that string in their name are displayed. With
/FOLDER, the parameter can be a wildcard specification to be matched by
the folder name to be displayed.

Command Qualifiers
/FOLDER[=type]
/FROM=text
/FULL
/GROUP
/OUTPUT=Me
/NEW
/NODE
/SINCE[=date]
/START=number

Defaults
Wo.
AIi
Limited
No.
On screen
All
No.
All
All
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/SUBJECT=text All

D E S C R I P T I O N T h i s command displays ( except with the /FOLDER, /GROUP or /NODE
qualifiers ) the list of news item in a folder. See the corresponding qualifier
for what is displayed in the other cases. The folder is the current one, or
the one given in the optional parameter name. One page of directory is
displayed, with the news number, author name and subject. If needed (
screen with less than 90 columns ), the subject is truncated so that the line
fits on the screen. If more entries are available, the text Press RETURN
for more... is displayed and you are at the command prompt. If you do so,
you will see the next page of the directory, but you can also type any other
command. The list starts normally at the current news number, but can
start earlier if there was not enough entries to fill the screen.

Note: If in Readnew mode, DIRECTORY sets the Active mode, except
when used with the /NEW qualifier, in which case the Readnew
mode is always set.
In Select mode, the directory is not related to a folder, but to the list of
selected news. Each news is prefixed by a serial number, which can then
be used to access this news. The original news number is also displayed
in parenthesis. If in Select mode, the mode is resets to the previous one if
you specify a folder name as parameter of the command.

News are usually displayed in increasing order. This can be changed by
the command SET DIRECTORY DECREASING.

QUALIFIERS /FOLDER[=type]
The directory displayed is the list of existing FOLDERS you are allowed to
read. The list can be restricted if you specify the parameter name: Only
those folder with the specified string in their name are displayed. If the
string contains * or %, then only folders matching this wildcard expression
are displayed. This can easily be used to display only folders in a given
group. For each folder, the flags, name, description and distribution
list displayed. If you specify /FOLDER=NOTIFY, only folders with the
NOTIFY flag set are displayed. If you specify /FOLDER=NEW, only
folders with the NOTIFY flag set AND some unseen news are displayed. If
the list does not fit on the screen, you are prompted to type | Return | to see
the next page. All other qualifiers are ignored, except the /OUTPUT and
the /FULL one.

The flags have the following meaning:

• * : The NOTIFY flag is set for this folder.

• D : The NOTIFY flag is the default for this folder, meaning that
important information is posted here.

• R : The folder is READONLY, and you can not post in it. News can
only be received via the network in this folder.
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/FULL
This qualifier is relevant only with the /FOLDER one, and allows to
display more information on a second line, the USENET name of the
folder or the mail address of the moderator, if applicable. And the possible
inaccessibility of the folder with the possible WWW and NNTP servers.

/FROM=text
This qualifier restricts the list of news to those with the specified text
in the author_name field. It is not case sensitive. Put the text between
quotation marks if it contains any space or punctuation character.

/GROUP
The directory displayed is the list of existing GROUPS. For each group,
the name, access mode, default distribution list, area and remote manager
name are displayed. If the list does not fit on the screen, you are prompted
to type I Return | to see the next page. The access mode specify also with
one letter if the group is accessible by a possible NNTP server ( N ) and a
possible WWW server ( W ). For USENET groups, the name of the news
server is given in the distribution field. All other qualifiers are ignored.

/NODE
The directory displayed is the list of existing NODES. The list can be
restricted if you specify the parameter name: Only those nodes with the
specified string in their name are displayed. For each node, the name,
transport protocol, number, address and flags are displayed. The flag
identify if a node is a Router, Interactive, Forward or Distribute. These
options are described in the VAXNEWS Management Manual If the list
does not fit on the screen, you are prompted to type | Return | to see the
next page. All other qualifiers are ignored.

/NEW
Select only messages that you have not yet read or tagged as seen by the
SET SEEN command.

/OUTPUT=We
Allows to write the whole directory into a specified file, so that it can
be easily printed or processed. This does NOT work with /NODE and
/GROUP

/SINCE[=date]
Displays only the news items that have been posted after the given date.
Specifies a standard VMS date, like 14-JUL-1990. If no date is specified,
the default is TODAY.

/START=number
Displays the directory starting on the news number number. If there are
not enough news to fill the screen, the directory starts at a lower number,
so that the directory page is as full as possible.

/SUBJECT=text
This qualifier restricts the list to those news items with the specified text
in the subject field. The case is ignored and the text does not need to be at
the beginning of the subject field. Put the text between quotation marks if
it contains any space or punctuation mark.
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DOWN

FORMAT

While a news is displayed, scroll down by the specified number of line.

DOWN [nbjines]
Next Screen

PARAMETERS nbjines
Specifies the number of lines to be scrolled down. If absent, one screen
height ( usually 20 lines ) scroll is performed. If the last line of the news
is reached, the last full page is displayed.

D E S C R I P T I O N Scrolls the current news by the specified number of lines. The scroll is
limited so that if the end of the news is reached, the last full page is
displayed. Just typing DOWN has approximatively the same effect as
pressing | Return \.
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EXIT

Exits the VAXNEWS utility

FORMAT EXIT

PARAMETERS None.

D E S C R I P T I O N Exits VAXNEWS. By default, no action is performed to tag unseen news,
unless you have set the CLEAN option by the command SET CLEAN. The
SHOW USER displays the clean option if set.

The QUIT allow to restore the list of unseen news as it was when entering
VAXNEWS.
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EXTRACT

Extracts the text of the current news into a given file

FORMAT EXTRACT [/qualifier]file_name

•DID
DDDD
DDDD
•••n
• • U
EXTRACT/APPEND

DDlD
DDDD
DDDC
DDDf

PARAMETERS file_name
This required parameter gives the file name where the message should be
written or appended. The default file type is .NEWS.

Command Qualifiers
/ALL
/APPEND
/INO]HEADER

Defaults
Current news only
Create a new file
/HEADER

DESCRIPTION The current message, or all messages in the current folder or in the
selection if in Select mode, are written to the given file, or appended to
the existing file with the /APPEND qualifier. The header, containing the
author, subject, post and expiry date of the message, messageJD and
Path, is written by default before the text.

QUALIFIERS /ALL
Instead of writting only the current message, all messages are written to
the file. This means either all message in the current folder, or all selected
messages if in Select mode.

/APPEND
Instead of creating a new file, the text of the news is appended to the
existing file, after a separating line. The file must exist already.
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FIRST

FIRST

Displays the first news in the current folder

FORMAT FIRST

FIRST

DDDD
DDDD
DlDD
• • • n
FIRST/EDIT

IDDD
DDDD
DHDD
DDDfI
• D D

PARAMETERS None.

Command Qualifiers Defaults
/EDIT Normal display

DESCRIPTION Display the first news in the current folder.

QUALIFIERS /EDIT
The news item is extracted and then edited by your favourite editor, as
denned in the MAIL database.
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HELP

Displays some help text, either on general description or on a specific
command.

FORMAT HELP [text]

H=LP KEYPAD

DBDD
DDDD
DDDD
DDDh
EZOLJ

PARAMETERS text
Optional text to search in the VAXNEWS Help file.

DESCRIPTION Search in the VAXNEWS help file ( standard help for normal user, more
complete help for a MANAGER ) for the specified text, as in the DCL
HELP command. Subtopics can be specified at the prompt. Exit from
Help by typing ) F10 | or | Ctrl-Z |, or by pressing | Return | as many times as
needed. Notice that the HELP KEYPAD is not automatically adjusted if
you have redefined your own keypad, see Section 1.4.4.1.
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LAST

Displays the last news in the current folder

FORMAT LAST

LAST

DDDD
DDDD
DDlD

•DLJ
LAST/EDIT

IDDD
DDDD
DDBD
Dn
•DU

PARAMETERS N°™-

Command Qualifiers
/EDIT

Defaults
Normal display

OESCRIPTION Displays the last news in the current folder. The same effect can be
obtained by typing a number larger than the highest news number.

QUALIFIERS /EDIT
The news item is extracted and then edited by your favourite editor, as
defined in the MAIL database.
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MAIL

Sends a copy of the cunent news using the VMS MAIL utility.

FORMAT MAIL [/qualifier] recipient_name

PARAMETERS recipient_name
This is the name of the recipient of the message. The syntax is the one
of MAIL, i.e. a list of one or several names separated by a comma, or
a distribution list ( a file name preceded by "@" ). If a name contains a
quote ", then it should be replaced by three quotes """ as DCL tends to eat
quotes...

Command Qualifiers
/[NO]HEADER
/SUBJECT=text

Defaults
/HEADER
No

DESCRIPTION Extracts the news, and sends it to the given recipient list, using the MAIL
callable interface. The subject of the MAIL is either the subject of the
news or the string given on the /SUBJECT qualifier.

QUALIFIERS /[NO]HEADER
Specifies if the header of the news, containing author, subject, post and
expire date, message ID and Path, is also sent. The default is to send the
header.

/SUBJECT=text
Gives the subject of the MAIL message, to replace the subject of the news
as used by default. Put the text between quotation marks if it contains
any space or punctuation character.
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MOVE

Moves the current news to a new folder.

FORMAT MOVE [/qualifiers] io\6er_name

PARAMETERS

restrictions

folder_name
Name of the destination folder.

Command Qualifiers
/NUMBER=nn
/LOCAL
/NODES=(node[,node...])

Defaults
Use the current news
See text
See text

• This command can be issued only by a MANAGER, or by the author of
the news item.

• This command is not available in the reader-only image.

• This operation is not possible for all types of nodes, depending on the
transport mechanism.

DESCRIPTION This command moves the current ( or specified ) news from the current
folder to the target folder, and performs the operation on one or several
nodes. This is a COPY followed by a DELETE operation. There is no
recovery if the operation fails on some nodes.

QUALIFIERS /NUMBER=nn
Specifies the news number to be moved. The news number must exist. By
default, the current news is moved.

/LOCAL
Specifies that the operation has to be performed only on the local node.
By default, the move is attempted on all the nodes specified in the source
folder distribution list. This qualifier is incompatible with the /NODES
qualifier.

/NODES=IiSt
Specifies that the operation has to be performed only on the specified
node(s). By default, the copy is attempted on all the nodes specified in
the source folder distribution list. This qualifier is incompatible with
the /LOCAL qualifier. You can specify either one node, a distribution
list prefixed by "@", or a list of nodes and distribution lists separated by
comma and enclosed in parenthesis.
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NEXT

Displays the next news in the current folder

FORMAT NEXT

NEXT

DDDD
DDDD
DDDD
DDDfI
• IDLJ
NEXT/EDIT

•DDD
DDDD
DDDD
DDDD
HDU

PARAMETERS None-

Command Qualifiers
/EDIT

Defaults
Normal display

DESCRIPTION Displays the next news. If there are no more news items in the current
folder, a message informs you that there are no more news items, except in
Readnew mode ( this is displayed on the header line on the screen ) when
there are unseen news in another folder with the NOTIFY flag: In this
case, this new folder is selected and the first unseen news item in this new
folder is displayed.

QUALIFIERS /EDIT
The news item is extracted and then edited by your favourite editor, as
denned in the MAIL database.
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PRINT

Prints the current news.

FORMAT PRINT [/qualifiers]

PARAMETERS Non°-

Command Qualifiers
/[NO]HEADER
/[NO]NOTIFY
/QUEUE=queue_name
/FORM=form_name

Defaults
/HEADER
/NOTIFY
/QUEUE=MAIL default
default form

DESCRIPTION This command queues a copy of the current message for printing. The
author, date and subject are put in front except with the /NOHEADER
qualifier. By default you are notified on completion. The temporary
file created to be printed is normally deleted, unless the logical name
VAXNEWS_KEEP_PRINT has a non blank value.

QUALIFIERS /HEADER(D)
/NOHEADER
Specifies if you want a header containing the author, date, subject,
message_ID and Path of the news. The default is to print this information.

/NOTIFY(D)
/NONOTIFY
Indicates that you will be notified by a broadcast message when the file
has been printed.

/QUEUE=queue_name
Specifies the printer queue. If omitted, the queue is the one you
have denned in the MAIL utility with the command SET QUEUE, or
SYS$PRINT if you haven't defined it. The value is mandatory if you give
the qualifier.

/FORM=form_name
Allows to specify a form for printing the news item. If omitted, the default
form is used.
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QUIT

Leaves VAXNEWS. Unseen news are left.

FORMAT QUIT

DESCRIPTION Leaves VAXNEWS and restore the list of unseen news as it was when
entering. All other modification to the user record, performed by the SET
options, are also overwritten.
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READ

Displays a specified message

FORMAT READ [/qualifier] [message_number]
messagejnumber

READ/NEW

DDDD
DDDl
neon
• • • n

PARAMETERS message_number
Specifies the number of the message in the current folder. If omitted,
the next message will be displayed. Notice that if there was no other
command pending ( e.g. incomplete DIRECTORY), | Return | alone allows
you to read the next message.

Command Qualifiers
/EDIT
/NEW

Defaults
normal display
All

DESCRIPTION Displays the selected message. If no message is specified, the next
message will be displayed. If there are no more messages in the current
folder, and if there are new messages in another folder with the NOTIFY
flag, then the first new message in that new folder is displayed.

I Enter | to display theIf the text is too long to fit on a page, use | Return
next page of text. | Next Screen | and | Prev Screen can also be used.

Notice that if a line is longer than the screen width, the line is wrapped so
that the entire news text can be read.

QUALIFIERS /EDIT
The news item is extracted and then edited by your favourite editor, as
defined in the MAIL database.

/NEW
Displays the first unseen message in this folder. This also sets the
Readnew mode, which allows automatic folder change to read all unseen
news.
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RECOVER

Retries sending a news to faulty nodes

FORMAT RECOVER [/qualifier] [ALL]

PARAMETERS ALL
If specified, instruct VAXNEWS to try to recover all existing recovery files,
without limit on their number. If omitted, the list of the first 50 recovery
files is displayed, and you have to chose to process either one single file, or
all, or none.

restrictions

Command Qualifiers
/NORECOVER

Defaults
Recovery information will be saved if needed.

This command is not available in the reader-only image.

DESCRIPTION RECOVER displays first the list of recovery files saved by previous
aborted ADD or RECOVER commands ( file SYS$LOGIN:VAXNEWS_
XXXXXXXXXX.RECOVER ), and prompts you for the number of the file
to be recovered. 0 means no recovery, -1 means recover all, a positive
number means recover only this news. The complete information which
was provided when adding the original news is retrieved from the file, and
sending to the faulty nodes is tried again. If some nodes are still faulty,
the updated recovery information is saved again.

As the recovery is usually done by a server, this command is not frequently
used. However, if the server is not available when you are sending or
recovering a news, then you may need to recover by yourself later.

Note: If any recovery file exists in your default directory, a message
is displayed suggesting that you use this command each time
you enter VAXNEWS. Please do so, as remote users are probably
interested in your message...

QUALIFIERS /NORECOVER
Specifies that you do not want to save recovery information if the recovery
fails. This can be used to clean-up bad recovery files, e.g. referring to a
node which no longer exists.
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REFRESH

Refresh the screen after non SMG output.

FORMAT REFRESH
I Ctrl-W I

DESCRIPTION This repaints the screen, after terminal problems or non SMG output on
the screen.
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REGISTER

Scans the list of new folders and optionally register to them.

FORMAT REGISTER [/FULL]

Command Qualifiers
/FULL

Defaults
Only new folders are scanned

DESCRIPTION This command scans the folder database to detect non empty folder you
have never read or being notified of their creation. For each of these
folders, provided you have read access to them, their name and description
is displayed, and you are prompted for setting the NOTIFY flag. The
folder is then tagged as not new, so that you will not be prompted again
for the same folder the next time you use this command. The number
of new folder is displayed, if non zero, when activating VAXNEWS. This
number may overestimate the real number, as it does not take into account
the fact that you may not be able to read some folders. At the end of the
REGISTER command, the folders are scanned to detect unseen news,
which may be the case if you registered to some new folders

QUALIFIERS /FULL
This qualifier allows to scan again all the available folders you can read,
excluding those with the NOTIFY flag, so that you can easily decide to
register.
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REPLY

Reply to the current message.

FORMAT

restrictions

REPLY

Command Qualifiers
/NEWS
/LOCAL
/NODE=IiSt

Defaults
Reply by mail to the author
Default distribution
Default distribution

The /NEWS qualifier is not valid in the Reader Only image.

DESCRIPTION This command allows to reply by MAIL, or in the news system, to the
current news. The content of the news is extracted in a file, your favorite
editor is called so that you can build your message, using the extracted
text, and then the message is sent to the original author of the news, or
posted to the newsgroup. Reply to the author works only if the original
author is a valid mail address, i.e. contains either a "::" or an "@". In
the later case, the address is supposed to be on another domain, and
we use the MINT gateway: The address "xxx@yyy" is transformed into
"MINT::"xxx@yyy"" which works if MINT is denned as a mail gateway
address like "DXMINT::" or "22963::"

The editor is chosen from your MAIL settings. If it is LSE or TPU, the
reply is not sent if you QUIT. A carbon copy of the reply is sent to you if
you have set the option 'copy on reply' in MAIL.

QUALIFIERS /NEWS
Indicates that you want your reply to be posted on the network, rather
than being sent to the author. The news is edited the same way, and then
sent as if it was a ADD command.

/LOCAL
Specifies that you want to post the reply only on the local node. The
default is to post to the folder distribution list. This is valid only with
/NEWS, and is excludes the /NODES qualifier.

/NODES=IiSt
Specifies the list of nodes, including distribution lists, to which the news
should be posted. The default is the folder distribution list. See the
command ADD for the syntax of the list. This is valid only with /NEWS,
and is excludes the /LOCAL qualifier.
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SEARCH

Searches in the current folder the first message containing the given string.

FORMAT SEARCH
I Find I

[/qualifier] [search_string]

PARAMETERS search_string
The string to be searched for. If omitted, the previously specified string
and qualifier are used, allowing search of the next occurrence of a string.
If the string contains any space or punctuation mark, it should be placed
between quotes. The case is ignored.

Command Qualifiers
/ALL
/FULL
/NOTIFY
/FOLDER=expr
/START=number
/SUBJECT

Defaults
Only in the current folder
Only in the current folder
Only in the current folder
Only in the current folder
See text
Also in the text

DESCRIPTION Searches in the currently selected folder, or in all readable folders, the
first message containing the specified string, in the subject or in the text,
starting from the first message, or from the specified news number if the
/START qualifier is specified. If the string is not specified, the qualifiers
are ignored and the search starts from the next message for the same
string, and using the original /FULL option. The first selected message is
displayed, or an error message is issued. The search is case insensitive.

QUALIFIERS /ALL, /FULL
Specifies that the search has to be performed on all readable folders.
This takes longer. /ALL and /FULL are synonyms, and incompatible with
/FOLDER, /NOTIFY and /START qualifiers, and are ignored if the search
string is not specified.

/NOTIFY
Specifies that the search has to be performed on all folder with the
NOTIFY flag set. This is incompatible with the /ALL, /FULL, /FOLDER
and /START qualifiers, and valid only if the search string is specified.

/FOLDER=expr
Specifies that the search has to be performed on all folder matching
the specified wild card expression, provided they are readable. This is
incompatible with the /ALL, /FULL, /NOTIFY and /START qualifiers, and
valid only if the search string is specified.
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/START=number
Specifies the news number after which the search will start. /START is
incompatible with /ALL, /FULL, /FOLDER and /NOTIFY qualifiers, and is
ignored if the search string is not specified, as the search restarts at the
news following the one the string was found in.

/SUBJECT
Restrict the search to the subject of the news only. By default, the text of
the news is searched for the specified text, which takes of course longer.
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SELECT

Selects news for easy access.

FORMAT SELECT [/qualifiers] [search_string]
I Select I

PARAMETERS search_string
A string you want to find in the text or subject for the news to be selected.

Command Qualifiers
/ALL
/FULL
/NOTIFY
/FOLDER=expr
/FROM=string
/SINCE=date
/START=number
/SUBJECT
/NEW

Defaults
Only in the current folder
Only in the current folder
Only in the current folder
Only in the current folder
All
See text
See text
Search also the text
Other selection

DESCRIPTION Selects a list of news according to the specified requirements, usually the
presence of a string inside the description or body of the news. When
searching the body, the string has to be found on a single line, i.e. can
not be split between two lines. The number of selected news is indicated
upon completion of the command. The mode Select is then entered if some
news is found, and the usual commands like DIR, NEXT, READ allows to
access only the selected news. Any command selecting explicitly a folder
sets back the mode to what it was before, i.e. Active or Archive, or even
Readnew.

QUALIFIERS /ALL,/FULL
Specifies that the news are selected in all available folders. By default,
news are selected only in the current folder, which is of course faster...
This is incompatible with the /FOLDER, /NOTIFY and /START qualifiers.

/NOTIFY
Specifies that the news are selected in all the folders with the NOTIFY
flag set. By default, news are selected only in the current folder, which is
of course faster... This is incompatible with the /ALL, /FULL, /FOLDER
and /START qualifiers.

/FOLDER=expr
Specifies that the news are selected in all folder matching the specified
wild card expression, provided they are readable. This is incompatible
with the /ALL, /FULL, /FOLDER and /START qualifiers.
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/FROM=string
Specifies that the specified string has to be found in the author name. The
match is case insensitive.

/SINCE=date
Specifies the earliest posting date of news to be selected. The year and
month default to the current one. If the date is not specified, news must
have been posted today.

/START=number
Specifies that the search has to start at the specified news number. As
this is valid only in the current folder, this is incompatible with the /ALL,
/FULL, /FOLDER and /NOTIFY qualifiers.

/SUBJECT
Specifies that the search_string is to be found only in the subject. This is
faster than scanning the news text itself, which is the default.

/NEW
Specifies that the search is restricted to all the news unseen when you
entered VAXNEWS. This allows a fast search, as the number of unseen
news is usually small.
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SET ARCHIVE

Selects the Archive mode of reading.

FORMAT SETARCHIVE

D E S C R I P T I O N Change the mode to Archive. The mode in use is displayed on the header
line of the screen. The Archive contains all the messages which were
not explicitly erased since the first use of VAXNEWS... Commands like
DIRIFROM, DIR/SUBJ are useful, as the number of messages may be
large.
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SET ACTIVE

Selects the Active mode of reading.

FORMAT SETACTIVE

D E S C R I P T I O N Selects the Active mode of reading, where only non expired news are
visible. The selected mode is displayed on the header line of the screen.
This is the default set when entering VAXNEWS if no unseen news are
present in folders with the NOTIFY flag set.
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SET [NO]CLEAN

Set or reset a flag to define cleaning upon exit.

FORMAT SET [NO]CLEAN

DESCRIPTION This commands sets ( or reset ) a flag in your user record, used to execute
an automatic SET SEEN command when exiting from VAXNEWS. The
status of this flag is displayed by the SHOW USER command.
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SET DIRECTORY

Sets the news order for the DIRECTORY command

FORMAT SET DIRECTORY {INCREASING I DECREASING}

PARAMETERS INCREASING
When performing the directory of a folder, news are displayed in increasing
number from top to bottom of your screen. This is the usual MAIL
configuration, and the default

DECREASING
With this options, the more recent news are displayed on top of the list,
with decreasing number when going down. This allows to see the more
recent news first.

D E S C R I P T I O N Selects in which order the directory of a folder is displayed. By default,
the oro *r is by INCREASING news number. You can change it to
DECREASING news number.
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SET DISPLAY

Select the output mechanism to display the news.

FORMAT SETDISPLAY {SMG I NOSMG}

PARAMETERS SMG
Selects the SMG mechanism, supported only on DEC terminals. This is
the default.

NOSMG
Selects simple output mechanism. The X-terminal scroll-back buffer is
working in this configuration.

D E S C R I P T I O N Sets a flag in the user record to define how the news is displayed. This
option takes effect only at the NEXT activation of VAXNEWS. The
NOSMG option is useful on non-DEC terminals, where SMG may have
some strange effects, and if you want to use the X-terminal scroll-back
facility.
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SET FOLDER

Selects a folder

FORMAT SET FOLDER folderjiame
I Select I

PARAMETERS folder name
The name of the folder to be selected.

D E S C R I P T I O N Select a folder. When entering VAXNEWS, the first folder with unseen
news, or the preferred folder is selected. This command allows you to
change the current folder to a new one. Most commands act on the
currently selected folder. Another way to change the current folder is the
command DIRECTORY folderjiame.

Notice that in Select mode, this command resets the mode to what it was
before, i.e. Active, Archive or Readnew.
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SET HEADER

Select the way the news header is displayed.

FORMAT SETHEADER {FULL I SHORT}

PARAMETERS FULL
Selects the complete header, including Path and Message ID.

SHORT
Selects the short header, without Path and Message ID. This is the default.

DESCRIPTION Sets a flag in the user record to define how the news header is displayed
when reading a news.
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SET [NO]NOTIFY

Change the NOTIFY flag for the given folder, or of all folders matching the
request, Can change also the way you are notified.

FORMAT SET [NO]NOTIFY [folder_name]

PARAMETERS folder_name
The name of the folder for which you want to change the NOTIFY flag.
If omitted, this change will be applied to the current folder. If the name
contains wildcard characters, then all folders matching the expression are
modified.

restrictions

Command Qualifiers
/ALL
/MAIL
/USER=name

Defaults
Specified folders
No.
Current user

• The /USER qualifier is restricted to a MANAGER.

• /ALL and /MAIL are not allowed with /USER=*.

DESCRIPTION Sets or Resets your NOTIFY flag for the specified folder(s). This flag
controls which folders you are interested in. You will be notified of unseen
news only in those folders. The name of the modified folders is displayed
by the command.

QUALIFIERS /ALL
Specifies that all folders have to be changed in a single command. For
NOTIFY, only the non empty folders are selected.

/[NO]MAIL
Specifies that you want to receive a mail when a news is posted in a notify
folder AND you are not logged in. /NOMAIL removes this attribute. As
sending a mail is quite time consuming, this option is reserved for special
cases. Notice that this option is indicated by the existence of a lowercase
entry in the user database for the user.

/USER=name
Specifies that the operation applies to the specified user. You can specify a
name, or "*", which means all users.
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SET [N0]PREFERRED

Defines the preferred folder.

FORMAT SET PREFERRED folder_name
SET NOPREFERRED

PARAMETERS folder_name
Specifies the name of the preferred folder. This is the selected folder when
there is no unseen news when you enter VAXNEWS.

DESCRIPTSON This command defines the preferred folder, i.e. the one you are in when
there is no unseen news. The default option, that you can restore with
SET NOPREFERRED, is to select the folder with the maximum number
of news within the folders with the NOTIFY flag set, or the first folder.
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SET READNEW

Select the Readnew mode of reading.

FORMAT SET READNEW

DESCRIPTION Selects the Readnew mode, so that only unseen news are visible. This
is the default mode when entering VAXNEWS when unseen news are
present. This mode is also selected by the READ/NEW command.
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SET SEEN

Tag every news in the system as being seen.

FORMAT SETSEEN

DESCRIPTION Update your record so that all the news are tagged as seen. This can
be done automatically when you exit VAXNEWS, if you once typed the
command SET CLEAN.
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SET UNSEEN

Select how unseen news are displayed when activating VAXNEWS

FORMAT SET UNSEEN { LIST I NOUST}

PARAMETERS LIST
When entering VAXNEWS, if there are unseen messages, a list of them is
built and displayed, using the Select mode. You can then easily pick the
one you want to see.

NOLIST
When entering VAXNEWS, if there are unseen messages, the list of folders
with unseen news is displayed. You are in Readnew mode, and just need
to type I Return | or | Enter | to display all the unseen information, page by
page.

DESCRIPTION Selects what is displayed when activating VAXNEWS if there are unseen
messages. The default option, NOLIST, displays only the list of folders
with unseen news. With the option LIST, the list of the first unseen news
is displayed, with their number, folder and description. As this require
reading all the news entries, this takes longer than the default option.
The Select mode is entered, allowing easy access to the various unseen
news.
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SHOW USER

Displays the list of users.

FORMAT SHOW USER [user_name]

PARAMETERS user_name
The name of a single user you want to look at.

Command Qualifiers
/FOLDER=folder_name
/FROM=user_name
/MANAGER
/EXACT

Defaults
all
all
all
No

DESCRIPTION Displays the list of all the users, with the number of Notify folders and
number of unseen news in those folders. It also indicates the user choices,
like Manager, Clean, Header and Preferred folder. The first "user" is in
fact the system itself, and shows the number of default notify folders. The
first page is displayed by the command, press | Return | to see the next
pages. If the user_name parameter is specified, the display is restricted
to users whose name contain the specified string. The list of users can be
restricted by the qualifiers.

The user names are all UPPER case. However, when a user selects the
option SET NOTIFY/MAIL, then a lowercase entry is created in the
user database, so that the list of user with this option can be obtain very
quickly. You can look at this list with SHO USER/FROM="a".

QUALIFIERS /FOLDER=folder_name
Restricts the list of users to those with the NOTIFY flag set for that folder.

/FROM=user_name
Starts the list after the specified user_name, who is not necessarily an
existing user.

/MANAGER
Restricts the list to the MANAGER only.

/EXACT
Specifies that you want an accurate counting of the Active news not seen
by each user. Normally, the number of unseen news is just the difference
between the last news read and the last news posted in each folder with
the notify flag set for this user. With the exact option, the list of active
news in each folder is built, and then for each user the number of unseen
news is computed. This is exact ONLY IF you have read access to all
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folders. If not, the number displayed may underestimate the number of
unseen news.
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SPAWN

This command allows you to execute DCL commands without exiting from
VAXNEWS

FORMAT SPAWN [command]

PARAMETERS command
A DCL command you want to execute. If specified, the control will return
to VAXNEWS on completion of the specified command.

This command allows you to execute DCL commands while in VAXNEWS.
You can specify one command, in which case control is returned to
VAXNEWS upon completion of the command, or just use SPAWN. In
this case, you will have to LOGOUT from your spawned subprocess to
return to VAXNEWS. You can also ATTACH to another process, including
the one running VAXNEWS.
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UP

While a news is displayed, scroll up by the specified number of lines.

FORMAT UP [nbjines]
I Prev Screen |

PARAMETERS nbjines
Specifies the number of lines to be scrolled up. If absent, one screen height
( usually 20 lines ) scroll is performed. If the first line of the news is
reached, the first page is displayed.

DESCRIPTION Scrolls the current news up by the specified number of lines. The scroll
is limited so that if the beginning of the news is reached, the first page is
displayed.
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